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Electronic structure at carbon nanotube tips studied by photoemission spectroscopy
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The valence band and C 1s photoemission spectra were measured from the tips and the sidewalls of mul-
tiwalled carbon nantoubes grown on Si substrates. The results show an overall spectral shift to the higher-
binding-energy side, a larger density of states at the Fermi level, and a lower work function at the tips. These
results can be explained by assuming that the Fermi level is slightly shifted upward and located inside the
conduction band at the tips. We suggest that the electronic structure at the tips is considerably affected by
defects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes, their electro
structure has attracted much attention because of t
nanometer-scale highly one-dimensional structure. More
terestingly, a specific electronic structure is expected at
tips of nanotubes, where the graphene cylinders are belie
to be closed by insertion of the five-member rings in t
graphene network. The investigation of the electronic pr
erties of nanotube tips is also important for understanding
electron field-emission properties of nanotubes.1–3

The local electronic structure of carbon nanotubes
been extensively studied using scanning tunneling spec
copy ~STS!. As predicted by theory,4 it has been confirmed
that nanotubes have a wide variety of electronic structu
and become metallic or semiconducting, depending on
helicity.5 Furthermore, the local density of states at nanotu
tips has also been reported. Sharp resonances in the vic
of the Fermi level have been observed at the tips of bot
multiwalled nanotube6 ~MWNT! and a single-walled
nanotube7 ~SWNT!. The STS peaks observed in the ba
gaps were basically interpreted as the localized electro
states induced by the five-member rings. The energy p
tions of the peaks in the band gaps were found to oscil
along the tube axes near the tube tips.8

Although STS is a unique analytical technique for inve
tigating the local density of states of a nanotube, one of
disadvantages is that the energy range of the spectr
strictly limited near the Fermi level~typically 61 eV!. Thus,
the overall band structure cannot be probed. In contrast, p
toemission spectroscopy can provide information about
electronic structure over a wide energy range including c
levels. Moreover, it can directly determine the work fun
tion, which is crucial for understanding the electron fie
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emission properties, without employing any uncertain p
rameters. Therefore, it is worthwhile to investigate t
electronic structure of carbon nanotubes using photoemis
spectroscopy.

We measured the valence band and C 1s photoemission
spectra and work functions of vertically aligned and rand
MWNT’s grown on Si substrates. The spectra from t
aligned MWNT’s were considered to be dominated by ph
toemission from the tips. We found that the align
MWNT’s showed a larger density of states at the Fermi le
and a smaller work function. A slight energy shift of th
overall electronic states to the higher-binding-energy s
was also observed. The results will be discussed in term
the electronic structural differences between the tips
sidewalls of the carbon nanotubes. We suggest that defec
the MWNT’s play an important role in explaining the expe
mental results.

II. EXPERIMENT

The MWNT’s aligned perpendicularly on a Si substra
were grown using the microwave plasma-enhanced chem
vapor deposition~MPB-CVD! method. A typical scanning
electron microscope~SEM! image of the MPB-CVD-grown
aligned MWNT’s is shown in Fig. 1~a!. The diameter and
length of the MWNT’s were about 30 nm and 10mm, re-
spectively. Details of the synthesis are described elsewhe9

The random MWNT’s, whose typical diameter was 20–
nm, were also grown on a Si substrate using the ther
CVD technique@Fig. 1~b!#.

Photoemission measurements were carried out at b
line BL-1C, Photon Factory, High Energy Accelerator R
search Institute, Japan, using an angle-integrated-type h
spherical electron energy analyzer. Both monochromati
©2001 The American Physical Society18-1
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synchrotron radiation light and a He discharge lamp w
used as light sources. The measurements were carried o
room temperature. The overall energy resolutions, wh
were mostly determined by the Fermi-Dirac distributi
function, were estimated to be 0.1 eV for the valence-b
spectra and 0.2 eV for the C 1s spectra~second-order light
was used!. Before the measurements, the samples were
nealed at 300 °C in a vacuum to remove adsorbates on
surfaces. The base pressure of the analysis chamber w
31029 mbar. The position of the Fermi level was calibrat
by measuring the Fermi edge of an evaporated gold film

III. RESULTS

As is well known, the excitation probability of the optica
transition is proportional tou^ f uA•Pu i &u2, where ui& and uf&
are initial and final electronic states,A is the vector potentia
of the incident photon, andP is the momentum operator
Because the initial electronic statesui& in a nanotube are
highly anisotropic, it can be expected that the photoemiss
spectrum from a nanotube sidewall depends on the pola
tion direction determined byA. On the other hand, the pho
toemission from a nanotube tip is considered to be indep
dent of the polarization direction because it is hemispheri
Figure 2 shows the valence-band spectra of the alig
MWNT’s taken at different polarization directions. In th
figure,u i denotes the angle between the incident synchro
radiation light and the surface normal of the sample. T
photoemission take-off anglesue were 0° and 45° foru i of

FIG. 1. SEM image of the~a! aligned MWNT’s and~b! random
MWNT’s. The insets are~002! x-ray diffraction patterns that show
that the nanotubes are~a! vertically aligned and~b! randomly ori-
ented.
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45° and 0°, respectively. As shown in the figure, no distin
polarization dependence was observed in the valence-b
spectra of the aligned sample, although the nanotubes w
highly oriented. The slight spectral difference observ
above;15 eV may mainly be due to a difference in th
signal-to-background ratios, because the spectral differe
was much reduced by background subtraction, assum
Shirley-type backgrounds~not shown!. This result indicates
that the spectra from the aligned MWNT’s were dominat
by photoemission from the tube tips rather than by that fr
the sidewalls. This is not surprising because the nanot
caps were exposed at the sample surface as shown in
1~a! and because the photoemission technique is very sur
sensitive~typical probing depth is a few nanometers!. On the
other hand, spectra from the random MWNT’s are cons
ered to be dominated by photoemission from sidewalls,
cause nanotubes are much longer than the tip radii.

Figure 3 shows the valence-band spectra of the alig
and random MWNT’s taken at a photon energy of 100 e

FIG. 2. Valence-band photoemission spectra of the alig
MWNT’s taken at different incident angles.

FIG. 3. Valence-band photoemission spectra of the aligned
random MWNT’s.
8-2
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Hereafter, we show the spectra obtained at the normal e
sion condition (ue50°). We can saythat the spectral inten
sity around the 3.5-eV peak is predominantly due to thep
bands, and the 8-eV peak and higher-energy region are
to s bands, respectively, on the basis of a previous x-
emission spectroscopy study on graphite.10 Although the
overall spectral features are quite similar to each other an
the spectrum of unaligned MWNT’s obtained in a previo
study,11 we can see that the peak positions of the unalig
MWNT’s shifted to the higher-binding-energy side by abo
0.2 eV. Moreover, it is obvious that the spectral intensity
the Fermi level of the aligned MWNT’s is much higher tha
that of the random MWNT’s. An energy shift similar to th
of Fig. 3 was observed in the valence-band spectra take
21.2 eV (HeI ), as shown in Fig. 4. The peaks of the align
MWNT’s are located at higher binding energy by 0.1–0
eV. The larger density of states at the Fermi level of
aligned MWNT’s was also observed, although it is le
prominent than that in Fig. 3.

Figure 5 shows the spectra in the vicinity of the Fer
level of the aligned and random MWNT’s taken at 100 e
For reference, the spectrum of random SWNT’s~tube and
bundle diameters12 of 1.4 and;20 nm! is also shown. For
the aligned MWNT’s, the existence of the Fermi edge
obvious. Although some valence-band photoemission stu
of unaligned MWNT’s have been reported,11,13 such clear
Fermi edges~Figs. 3–5! from MWNT’s have not been ob
served. This strongly suggests a specific electronic struc
at the tips of the aligned MWNT’s. A Fermi-edge-like fe
ture is also slightly observed in the random MWNT’s, a
though the spectral intensity at the Fermi level is appare
lower than that of the aligned MWNT’s. On the other han
the SWNT’s show a very small spectral intensity at t
Fermi level. Thus, we can conclude that the density of sta
at the Fermi level decreases in order of the align
MWNT’s, random MWNT’s, and the SWNT’s. Note tha
graphite, as well as the SWNT’s, shows a very small spec
intensity at the Fermi level.14

FIG. 4. Ultraviolet photoemission spectra of the aligned a
random MWNT’s.
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Figure 6 shows the C 1s spectrum of the aligned and ran
dom MWNT’s. Previously, some authors13,15 concluded,
from analyses of C 1s spectra obtained by convention
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy~XPS!, that multiwalled
nanotubes are considerably oxidized. According to th
curve-fitting analyses, the oxidized components were loca
at a binding energy about 1 eV above the main peak an
higher energies. However, no oxidized component is
served in Fig. 6, although the spectra were obtained a
much higher energy resolution than conventional XPS. Th
we conclude that the surfaces of both the aligned and ran
MWNT’s were little oxidized. Both spectra had tails at th
higher-binding-energy side, which are indicative of core-h
screening by conductive electrons.16 The spectral asymmetry
of the aligned MWNT’s is larger than that of the rando
MWNT’s. This is consistent with the above observation
the larger density of states at the Fermi level in the align
MWNT’s.

As in the case of the valence-band states shown in Fig

d

FIG. 5. Photoemission spectra in the vicinity of the Fermi lev
of the aligned and random MWNT’s and the SWNT’s.

FIG. 6. C 1s photoemission spectra of the aligned and rand
MWNT’s.
8-3
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and 4, the peak position of the aligned MWNT’s shifts t
ward the higher-binding-energy side by about 0.1 eV. Th
results indicate that the overall electronic structure, includ
both the valence bands and the core levels observed in
aligned MWNT’s, is slightly shifted to the higher-binding
energy side.

Figure 7 shows the secondary-electron threshold spe
of the aligned and random MWNT’s excited by a He d
charge lamp. The work functionsF can simply be deter-
mined from the secondary-electron threshold energy asF
5hn2Eth , wherehn andEth are the photon energy of th
excitation light~21.22 eV! and the nominal binding energ
of the threshold energy. The work function of the rando
MWNT’s was determined to be about 4.6 eV. This value
close to the value for graphite obtained in our previo
study17 ~4.6–4.7 eV! and in other photoemission studies18,19

~4.6 eV!. On the other hand, the work function of the align
MWNT’s was determined to be 4.4 eV, which is small
than those of the random MWNT’s and graphite. It is wo
noting that this result is consistent with our previous repor20

which showed that the threshold voltage of electron fi
emission of aligned MWNT’s is lower than that of rando
MWNT’s. Interestingly, the work function of the SWNT’s
in contrast to the aligned MWNT’s, was found to be 4.8 e
in our previous study,17,21 which is a slightly larger value
than that for graphite.

There have been a few studies on the work function
random MWNT’s, using photoemission spectroscopy.11,13

Ago et al.13 reported a value of 4.3 eV~graphite: 4.4 eV!.
Chenet al.11 also reported a slightly smaller work functio
for random MWNT’s than that for graphite; however, the
spectra~Fig. 2 of Ref. 11! give values of 5.75 eV for random
MWNT’s and 5.85 eV for graphite, which seem to be t
large. Although the reason for the differences in the act
values is not clear, it seems that the work functions of r
dom MWNT’s and graphite are close. Here, we would like
stress that our results reveal that the work function of the
of the aligned MWNT’s is smaller than the work functions
the random MWNT’s and graphite.

FIG. 7. Secondary-electron threshold spectra of the aligned
random MWNT’s.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Here, we discuss a possible interpretation of the obser
results. As stated above, the spectra from the alig
MWNT’s are considered to be dominated by photoemiss
from tube tips rather than by that from the sidewalls. The
fore, the results indicate that the binding energy of the ov
all electronic structure, including the core level, at the tips
the aligned MWNT’s is slightly larger than that of the sid
walls of the random MWNT’s. The results also indicate th
the tips of the aligned MWNT’s have a larger density
states at the Fermi level and a smaller work function.

The rigid shift behavior of the overall electronic structu
strongly suggests that the Fermi level is shifted from
ideal position and is pinned slightly inside the conducti
band at the tips of the aligned MWNT’s@hereafter, in this
sense, we call the Fermi-level movement the ‘‘upward Fe
level shift,’’ although the Fermi level should be uniform
any part in MWNT~see Fig. 9!#. Thus, the density of state
at the Fermi level should be increased as observed in F
3–5. The smaller work function observed in the align
MWNT’s can also be simply explained in terms of the u
ward Fermi-level shift, because this shift will reduce the e
ergy difference between the vacuum level and the Fe
level.

As discussed above, the binding-energy shift, the la
density of states, and the smaller work function observed
the aligned MWNT’s can be well explained by assuming t
upward Fermi-level shift at the tips. However, the origin
the Fermi-level pinning is still an open question. A Ferm
level shift caused by adsorption of gas molecules such as2
can be excluded because the sample was annealed just b
the measurement. Moreover, a recent theoretical calcula
predicted that adsorption of O2 on a nanotube surface woul
cause a downward Fermi-level shift,22 which is contrary to
our experimental results. The insertion of the five-mem
rings in the graphene network at tips will induce a singular
of the density of states near the Fermi level.6,7,23 However,
this cannot explain the large density of states just at~not only
near! the Fermi level that we observed in the align
MWNT’s. The observed spectral difference~Fig. 5! between
the random MWNT’s and SWNT’s is not explained by e
fects induced by the five-member rings either, because b
spectra are dominated by photoemission from the sidew
The electronic structure of the graphene sheets should
be modified by the curvature of the sheets. The curvat
effect may explain why the work function17,21 of SWNT’s is
slightly larger than that of graphite:s orbital mixing into the
p states caused by the curvature may decrease the ener
the p states, and thus increase the work function.24,25 Ac-
cording to this idea, however, the work function of the tip
where the electronic structure will be more affected by
curvature, should be larger than that of the sidewalls,
this is completely contrary to the experimental result. It
also difficult to explain, by curvature effects, why the th
SWNT’s and graphite showed very small densities of sta
at the Fermi level, in spite of the fact that the thick align
and random MWNT’s showed Fermi-edge-like features. F
thermore, we should note that the diameter of the align

nd
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MWNT’s was quite large, about 30 nm. Therefore, it is e
pected that, in this case, the electronic structure at the tip
not significantly affected by the insertion of the five-memb
rings or by the curvature. Thus, it seems to be difficult
explain all the experimental results on the aligned MWNT
and random MWNT’s and SWNT’s assuming that the na
tubes have ideal~perfectly closed packed! structures.

The Fermi level can be pinned inside the conduction b
if defect states~in this paper, ‘‘defect’’ means breaks in th
graphene sheets, not the five- or seven-member ring! are
formed inside the conduction band and the defect densit
sufficiently large. Our previous study26 using an analytical
electron microscope revealed that most MWNT’s were int
calated by alkali-metal atoms deposited on the MWNT’s
vacuum. A typical example of a tip of a second-sta
K-intercalated MWNT is shown in Fig. 8. The nanotube
intercalated from the surface to a depth of about 10 nm.
intercalation indicates that the nanotube did not have a cl
packed structure, but apapier mache´ structure.27 Actually,
some breaks in the graphene sheets are clearly observ
the figure~denoted by arrows!. Such breaks were often ob
served at tips after the intercalation~although they were sel
dom observed before the intercalation!. It is considered that
the aligned and the random MWNT’s measured in this stu
were also defective enough to be intercalated, becau
spectral shift to the higher-binding-energy side and a sign
cant increase of the density of states at the Fermi le
which are indicative of an intercalation reaction,17,21 were
observed in the valence-band photoemission spectra afte
deposition in vacuum.28

If the Fermi-level pinning is caused by the defect stat
the defect density should be large enough for the obse
upward Fermi-level shift of 0.1–0.2 eV. We can rough
expect that the density of states in the vicinity of the Fer
level of a MWNT is about 0.02 states per electron volt p
atom, by referring to a band-structure calculation
graphite.29 Thus, assuming an upward Fermi-level shift
0.2 eV, excess electrons of about 0.004 per atom~an order of
1020cm23! are necessary at the tip region in order to par
fill the conduction band. The defect density should be at le
as large as this value. Now, we would like to estimate
size of the graphene sheet that gives such a defect den
For simplicity, we assume that a MWNT consists of sm
rhombic graphene sheets, each of which is similar to the
cell of a graphene sheet. From a simple geometrical con
eration, the numbers of carbon atoms in a rhombus and
the sides are 2l 2/a2 and 4l /a, respectively, wherel ( l @a) is

FIG. 8. TEM image of the tip of a second stageK-intercalated
MWNT.
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the side length of the rhombus anda the length of the unit
vector of a graphene sheet~about 0.25 nm!. It is expected
that each carbon atom on the sides of the rhombus forms
defect state. Thus, the defect density in the rhombus beco
2a/ l on average. Therefore,l of ;120 nm gives a defec
density of about 0.004 per atom. Our previous transmiss
electron microscopy ~TEM! study27 on deintercalated
MWNT’s revealed that most of the graphene sheets in
MWNT’s had continuous lengths of only;10 nm. If the
length corresponds to the typical size of the graphene s
in a MWNT, the defect density should be high enough
account for the observed Fermi-level shift.

Although our TEM observation revealed that both the t
and sidewalls of the MWNT’s were intercalated,26 it is likely
that the defect density is larger at the spherically curved
than at the cylindrically curved sidewalls. Therefore, w
think that one possible explanation for the experimental
sults is that the Fermi level is pinned at a higher ene
position at the tips than that at the sidewalls due to the lar
defect densities at the tips as schematically shown in Fig
The Fermi-level pinning will induce a redistribution of th
electrons near the tip region to equalize the Fermi level al
the tube axes, and the inner electric field induced by
electron redistribution causes band bending near the
This picture is similar to that observed at the GaAs~001!
surface, where the Fermi level is pinned close to the mid
in spite of the doping type~n or p!,30 if the tube tips and
sidewalls are replaced by the GaAs~001! surface and the
bulk. It seems that, in contrast to MWNT’s, SWNT’s hav
much less defective structures, because intercalants in a
tercalated SWNT bundle reside between the tubes in
bundle rather than inside the individual tubes if the SWNT
are capped.12,31 Thus, the density of states at the Fermi lev
of the random MWNT’s being larger than that of th
SWNT’s can be similarly explained by the larger defect de
sity in MWNT’s. That is, the Fermi level of the MWNT’s is
slightly shifted toward the conduction band from the ide

FIG. 9. Schematic energy diagram of a MWNT proposed in t
study.Ev , EF , andF denote the vacuum level, Fermi level, an
the work function, respectively. The bands whose density of st
~DOS! decreases and increases with the energy are the valenc~p!
band, and the conduction~p* ! band, respectively.
8-5
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position even at sidewalls, as also shown in Fig. 9.
Another possible explanation for the results on the align

and the random MWNT’s is that the defect density in t
MWNT’s strongly depends on the method of the synthe
Namely, the MPE-CVD-grown aligned MWNT’s are muc
more defective than the thermal CVD-grown rando
MWNT’s. In any case, we would like to suggest that t
defects play an important role in explaining the observ
results. Although the electronic properties of carbon na
tubes have been discussed assuming ideal structures,
may be considerably affected by the defects, especially
MWNT’s.

The experimental results obtained in this study have
been clearly obtained in previous STS studies. Other than
limited energy range of the scanning tunneling spectra,
of the possible reasons for this is that STS studies have
cused mainly on SWNT’s and thin MWNT’s. Our previou
study revealed that thinner MWNT’s had more nearly perf
structures.26

V. CONCLUSIONS

The electronic structures of aligned and random MWNT
were investigated by photoemission spectroscopy. The s
tra from the aligned and random MWNT’s are considered
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be dominated by photoemission from tube tips and sidewa
respectively. A slight spectral shift to the higher-bindin
energy side was observed both in the valence band and t
1s spectra of the aligned MWNT’s. The aligned MWNT
also showed a larger density of states at the Fermi level
a slightly smaller work function. All the results can be u
derstood by assuming that the Fermi level is slightly shif
upward and located inside the conduction band at the tip
the aligned MWNT’s. It seems to be difficult to explain th
results assuming that the MWNT’s have perfectly clo
packed structures. We think that the Fermi level is pinned
the higher energy by the defect states at the tips of
aligned MWNT’s. The electronic properties of MWNT’
may be considerably affected by the defects.
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